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Nobody's Coming to Save US—We Have to Save Ourselves

Last night I watched 3 hours of Oppenheimer, who ran the Los Alamos project that de-
veloped the atomic bomb. Because of that success, Robert was feted as a hero, but at 
a time when the Dulles brothers (CIA), came to power and Eugene McCarthy was wait-
ing in the wings with 'commie witch hunts', where 'Oppie' was branded, 'a tool of Stalin'.

Now, when scientists/physicians want to expose DARPA virus/'vaccines', scientists 
then wanted to negotiate with the Soviets to not 'roll the dice' for more powerful instru-
ments of death—hydrogen bombs. Instead we got thermonuclear devices capable of 
ending life—relying on one man ordering a launch and another man refusing the order.

It's aways the same, the bankers (money changers), with narrow views of 'dollars 
and sense', need someone to be the enemy, so as to turn losses to profit. Lately, I've 
been reading speeches, One of which was was made in the summer of 1963 by JFK. 
In it, he expressed a shared humanity for Russians and Americans. The madness had 
to end—negotiate for peace with Russia. Instead of peace, he was murdered that fall. 

 If you are hoping for a white knight to ride in this November—forget about it. A 
Trump win gets rid of an arrogant, ignorantly dangerous, 'cold warrior', Biden (and Co.), 
to wander off into pages of history. But have no illusions about what we get in return. 

Trump was controlled by Deborah Birx/Fauci, and under the sway of son-in-law, 
Jared, he was listening to Pompeo and Bolton. But even worse, when Trump had a 
chance to stand-up for the Bill of rights by pardoning Julian Assange, he chose instead 
to pardon Michael Milken, an indicted securities fraud mogul. Bankers owned Trump. 

Consider Trump's Treasury Secretary, Steve Mnuchin. Steve took a break from his 
duties at Goldman Sachs to serve as Trump's Treasury. Line those boys up: Robert 
Reich, Larry Summers, Timothy Geithner, and Mnuchin for a chorus line in an 'off-
Broadway: 'Bitches for the Bankers'. Throw in Jamie Dimon and what have your got? A 
support team for an elite show that began with branding of 'Stalinist puppets' in 1945.

What we get with Trump is 4 years of 'left money changers' switching from the public 
sector to the private sector. It's all a big club—'and you ain't in it'. Whether 'smart-coin' 
is brought forward by the public/private sector, it won't matter. Billions have already 
been invested in 'carbon credit technology, which the public is slow to adopt—but it will.

The idea is total control, 1st sought by 'private sector' 'Club of Rome', that mantle 
passing to the WEF. But now, in true 'fascist vestments' it's all about 'private/public' 



partnerships—which is simply another euphemism for national socialist, Nazi mentality.      
Whether the 'banker's bitches' find themselves in 'public or private' power, they work 

for the tyranny—in direct  opposition to the Constitution/Bill of Rights—and the people. 
Beware of 'bitches bearing gifts'. Because the real agenda is feudal slavery, be skep-

tical of a far-right Milei, in Argentina—everybody around him reeks of Chase/Goldman. 
Remember that Musk came from PayPal which now wants to 'shut you up' by taking 
your money. Elon, with some good aspects, is a surveillance guy—he's not one of us.  

What do the 'banker's bitches' have in store for us? Under the banner of heading off 
'climate change', they intend to install satellites (ready to go), for the purpose of digital-
izing every object on Earth. To what end? Total control of everything and everybody.

Using the internet (they don't worry about it going down), the goal is to create an 
'trading playground' where each/every asset is tokenized/digitalized to 'bid and buy'. 

That's the 'big trading desk in the sky', but, as important for a goal of 'feudal hell' is 
the placement of satellites to measure everything in terms of its CO2 footprint. If your 
wood stove emits excess CO2, sorry, your CBDC funds don't work at the grocery store.

Within this scheme, they intend to do away with private property using the largest 
wealth transfer in history—from individuals to elites. Start with Florida/Oregon: home-
owners in Florida face tripling insurance rates because of hurricanes. The same thing 
for Oregon, because of wildfires. Insurers at cartel behest are offered low hanging fruit.

Most Americans have a mortgage, a big one. If one cannot get insurance, that mort-
gage is called by the banks and that asset is then sold to the likes of BlackRock. This is 
the plan behind 'you will own nothing and you will be happy'. Just as free speech can-
not be made illegal by government law, government enlists social networks to do its 
dirty work, 'Public/private' partnerships are being enlisted to strip us of homes/assets. 

With 'bitches for bankers', political party affiliation matters little. If you are Victoria 
Nuland (and your plan goes awry), you go to the 'private sector, just until your sins are 
forgotten/forgiven, and then, for whichever party is in power, you reappear and serve.

This is accomplished using fear. How does the fear manifest? Think on the covid 
lockdowns (and coming lockdowns anticipated by WHO). Lockdowns made us distrust-
ful/fearful of one another. And, 'climate change' makes us fearful of our planet/our lives. 

As we look forward to the return of a gold standard to put things right, Jim Grant (In-
terest Rate Observer), reminds us that elites will be driven to a gold standard—kicking 
and screaming. Central banks have no intention to voluntarily return to a gold standard. 
So, why are they buying massive amounts of gold? They know their currencies are 
worthless and it's best to have something with proven value. But the big plan: in uni-
son, they raise the price of gold—by multiples. And eliminate debt in 'one fell swoop'.

This comes as good news to those of us who own gold. But, as with most things it's 
comes down to 'access'. We benefit in theory from central bank tactics—avoiding being 
caught in 'feudal harm's way'? Maybe, but we ain't part of the club and the elite have 
no intention of letting us share in the gain. Instead they use power to make it impossi-
ble for private citizens to sell their gold—restricting us to piracy—black market barter. 

How do we save ourselves? We defend the US Constitution. What denies the bull-
shit being foisted by WHO/UN is the 'Supremacy Clause': treaties made 'under the Au-
thority of the United States' shall be the Supreme Law of the Land. Congress has 16 
mandated powers. Trading-away inalienable American rights is not one of them.    
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